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the cmyk series.

The cmyk series was created in an effort to 
explore the nature of cmyk in print making. 
The work present on the following pages 
demonstrate how this concept could be utilized 
in art licensing or displayed in office settings.





The French Kraft Paper Series was created with 
the continuation of the process printmaking project, 
designed to come together as a series.

The Kraft process series incorporates 9 different 
stocks from the paper line. Each paper is offered 
in a text weight and a cover weight.  When each 
card is separated out from the group, the card 
stands alone as its own entity.

On the backside of the cards, the paper company 
and artist are neatly labelled. While the 
front side enjoys the happy mishaps that occur 
during screen printing and the unpredictable 
nature of printmaking.

french paper sample series.





poster design and advertising.

The Macy’s Flower Show, “Spring is in the Air” 
poster. This poster was created using two screens 
and CMYK. The actual size of this poster is 18” 
x 36”. 

The flowers used in this poster are actually Zapf 
Dingbats. The letters that help create these 
shapes of flowers are: “ + D ` a ”

+ D ` a





This IKON XD poster is part of the seasonal 
release of goods to dealerships and this poster 
was included in the kit. It is showcasing this 
model as the intent was to drive up sales on 
the IKON XD.





The installment of bee colonies in the 
prairie that sites behind one of the Plants at 
AriensCo, Brillion provided an opportunity 
to harvest honey.

Posters to advertise the sale of the honey, 
which is an annual event, were created and 
displayed company wide.

The Windflower Honey is bottled on the 
grounds and sold in the AirensCo museum.







collateral.

BUILDING ON PRINCIPLE book was 
created as a new employee guide to help 
steer the attitudes of new hires into the 
AriensCo mind set.







Tri-Fold Ariens line brochure. These brochures 
are meant for quick reference and allows the 
dealer to point out the need to know specs for 
the consumer upon purchase.





The 2017 Subaru Annual Report is a report 
that defines the boldness of Subaru while 
maintaining the Brand’s strict attention to 
detail. It is this collaboration between elements 
that provides a stage for which the viewer can 
enjoy imagery along with informative content.







logos.

Logo design include some letter form for a yoga 
client. The client stated that a modern mark 
that could be utilized as a stand alone mark or 
incorporated into a full brand.  



This design was created for a 1940s styled moving 
company. The uniforms would be consistent with 
the illustration below to invoke nostalgic adoration.



displays and packaging.

A versatile display in today’s retail space is essential. 
This display allows for the dealer to update the 
display frequently at a fraction of the cost of 
previous displays.



11149 -  Ar iens -  Rapid Care Parts  & Accessor ies Display

©2019 aislelogic®  This creative design and/or concept is the exclusive property of aislelogic® and is protected under the copyright laws of the United States and other countries. 
All persons to whom this creative design and/or concept is displayed agree that they will not make any use of or disclose to any third party without the express written permission of aislelogic®. 
Any unauthorized use of this creative design and/or concept may constitute a violation of the United States Copyright Act.



The wireframe display is perfect for small spaces 
and provides visibility of the products showcase 
from all sides.



Ariens -  Lawncare Parts  Display

©2020 aislelogic®   This creative design and/or concept is the ex clusive property of aislelogic ®  and is protected under the copyright l aws of the United States and other countries . 
All persons to whom this cre ative design and/or concept is displayed agree that they will not make a ny use of or disclose to any third party without the express written permission of aislelogic ®. 
Any unauthorized use of this cre ative design and/or concept may constitute a viol ation of the United States Copyright Act.
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Gravely packaging for parts and accessories is new 
and has been completely overhauled to provide a 
clean sleek look that projects a premium brand.





Speak Easy Jams utilizes an infused blend of 
liquor or spirits, to create a truly unique tasting 
jam. With over 40 flavors to choose from this 
“Big Sample Box” is the perfect way to explore 
some of the amazing flavors Speak Easy Jams 
has to offer.




